
Cookie Statement 

The Cookie Statement describes the cookies that Maxxisample s.r.o. (hereafter also 

referred to as: “Maxxisample” or “we” and “our”) applies on its website 

www.maxxisample.com (hereafter referred to as: the “Website”) and the purpose of such 

cookies. 

 

 

What are cookies? 

Cookies are small pieces of text or other information that are forwarded to your browser 

when visiting a website to be stored on the hard drive or memory of your computer, 

tablet or mobile telephone (hereafter: “Device”). The cookies placed via the Website 

cannot harm your Device or files stored on your Device. 

 

 

Which cookies does Maxxisample apply? 

Functional cookies 

Maxxisample primarily makes use of functional cookies. Such cookies are necessary to 

provide the services and functionality you requested. Functional cookies enable you f.e. 

to log in without having to log in again on the next website page. 

Analytics cookies 

To collect statistics regarding the use of and visits to the Website, Maxxisample makes 

use of analytics services. The statistics are analysed by the provider of such analytics 

services. The results are provided to Maxxisample. This enables Maxxisample to gain an 

insight into the Website and based on such data, to update the Website and/or its 

service provision accordingly. The analytics service may provide such information to 

third parties only if this is a statutory requirement. Maxxisample makes use of the 

following analytics services: Google analytics. 

We have configured our analytics services for maximum privacy. This implies that we 

implemented the following measures to protect your privacy. 

a. We have concluded a processor agreement with the provider of the analytics 

service. 

  



Removal of cookies 

After authorising Maxxisample to place and read cookies, you can always revoke your 

permission by configuring your browser to not accept cookies, or by removing all cookies 

that have been placed in your browser. Please consult your browser’s help function to 

see how you can remove the cookies. 

Please remember that removing cookies may affect the performance of certain 

components of the Website. 

Refusing and removing cookies only has an impact on the relevant computer and 

browser in which you select this option. If you make use of several computers and/or 

browsers, you need to repeat the above action/actions for each computer and/or 

browser. 

 

Privacy Statement 

There is a possibility that the information collected with a cookie contains private data. If 

that is the case, the Maxxisample Privacy Statement additionally applies to processing 

such private data. The Privacy Statement is available from our Website. 

 

Amendments 

This Cookie Statement is subject to changes. Any amendments to this Cookie Statement 

will be announced via the Website. 

 

Questions 

If you have any questions regarding this Cookie Statement, please send a message to 

info@maxxisample.com.  


